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AMBIENTE FURNITURE S/C
Wide and deep range of sofas and sofa beds

Affordable products
Fastmoving bestsellers
Wide and deep range

We believe that great furniture should be available to everyone.

Our products are for you looking for affordable  
and fast moving contemporary furniture.

We offer a wide and deep product range with large scale advantages on price 
and capacity from Ambiente Furniture S/C, our upholstery factory in Ukraine.
The products from Ambiente Furniture S/C are sold exclusively through Actona 
Group and can be shipped directly to you or your distribution network.
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AMBIENTE FURNITURE S/C 
The factory
The Ukrainian subsidiary of Actona Group was established in 2005 north west 
of the city L´viv. Ambiente Furniture has less than 60 km to the Polish EU border 
and less than 1,500 km to most capitals in Europe.

Employing more than 340 people the companys production capacity is more 
than 80 trucks per month.

The furniture is sold exclusively through Actona Group and can be shipped 
directly to you or your distribution network.

10.000 m² 
production

340 
employees

80 trucks 
per month
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FSC™ CERTIFIED
We are very proud that Ambiente is fully FSC 
certified. That means that all wood used in our 
furniture is FSC certified wood – from the frame to 
the legs. 

All the wood we use comes from FSC certified 
forests, where no more trees are harvested than the 
forest can reproduce – so there will be forests for 
generations to come. At the same time, all wildlife in 
the forest is protected and the foresters are trained 
and receive proper safety equipment and pay.
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European standards
The products are all produced according to European standards and with a 
comprehensive system for training, education and quality assurance to ensure 
our high-quality standards.

Ambiente Furniture has its own product development, technology department, 
training and instructor setup for training new employees and easing 
implementation of new products in production.

We have in-house processes for frame building, foam cutting, cover cutting, 
sewing, assembly, process inspection and final QC.
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Full control of the production process
1. Building frames 
2. Foam cutting 
3. Cover cutting 
4. Sewing 
5. Assembly 
6. Process inspection 
7. Final QC
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Production
Since Ambiente Furniture has its own joinery there is full control over 
the whole process, which allows the development of unique products 
with a focus on artisanal traditions. The wooden frame included in the 
sofas is high quality and made from FSC-certified wood.

All the covers are sewn in-house by experienced sewing operators 
understanding the quality requirements. The upholstery primarily 
consists of different types of flexible foam and is produced in the EU.
The result is the production of high-quality sofas.
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Baywater
• Channels bring a textual sense to the fabric
• Slim, round legs
• Danish design exclusively protected for Actona 
• FSC™ certified

Ready to make a statement? Because those vertical channels are 
wow-worthy. They are not only a showstopper but also brings a 
textual sense to the fabric. With the clean lines, minimalistic silhouette 
and straight legs, the sofa is sophisticated but offers a trendy twist 
due to the channels.

2.5-Seater with chaise
Size W283 D163 H73 cm
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Benalla
• Fabrics in modern colours 
• Trendy square stitching
• Slim legs
• Loose back cushion 
• Danish design exclusively protected for Actona
• FSC™ certified

Incorporating classic lines with a minimalistic form, this range is 
the perfect addition to any modern home. Fabrics in a selection of 
modern colours provide an elegant, yet stylish look to the sofa. Those 
slim legs are the perfect contrast to that soft seating. And what about 
those square stitching details – seriously stylish, seriously comfortable.

2.5-Seater with chaise
Size W286 D175 H85 cm
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Emerson -A2
• Contemporary, timeless design
• Wide armrests and great back support
• Fully reversible back cushions
• Enhanced with metal legs for a lightweight design
• Danish design exclusively protected for Actona
• Available in different styles and colours
• FSC™ certified

A range consisting of contemporary yet timeless designs. They
embody the perfect elements to keep your living area visually
balanced, while the wide armrests and airy cushions were added to
provide your body with the right support. The modern proportions
encourage relaxation. The appearance is enhanced with metal legs
giving the models a sheer lightweight design.

3-Seater with chaise
Size W286 D153 H84 cm

2-Seater with chaise
Size W244 D152 H84 cm

2-Seater
Size W176 D90 H84 cm

3-Seater
Size W241 D90 H84 cm
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Fairfield modular sofa
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Fairfield modules

Ottoman
W72 D92 H43

1-seater left armrest
W104 D92 H71

Chaise longue left
W104 D164 H71

Chaise longue right
W104 D164 H71

Rest module right
W144 D92 H71

Rest module left
W144 D92 H71

1-seater right armrest
W104 D92 H71

2-seater left armrest
W174 D92 H71

2-seater right armrest
W174 D92 H71

1-seater
W74 D92 H71

2-seater
W144 D92 H71

Corner
W92 D92 H71
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Make it your own
Design or re-design your sofa from time to time by assembling the modules in a new way. 
Or just choose one of our predefined set-ups.

Favourite 1
3-seater
W282 D92 H71
1-seater left armrest
1-seater
1-seater right armrest

Favourite 2
2-seater
W208 D92 H71
1-seater left armrest
1-seater right armrest

Favourite 3
W266 D310 H71
2-seater left armrest
Corner
1-seater
Rest module right

Favourite 4
W266 D310 H71
Rest module left 
1-seater
Corner
2-seater right armrest

Favourite 5
W282 D164 H71
Chaise longue left
1-seater
1-seater right armrest

Favourite 6
W282 D164 H71
1-seater left armrest
1-seater
Chaise longue right

Favourite 7
W208 D164 H71
1-seater left armrest
Chaise longue right

Favourite 8
W208 D164 H71
Chaise longue left
1-seater right armrest 

Favourite 9
W250 D92 H71
Ottoman
1-seater
1-seater right armrest

Favourite 10
W250 D92 H71
1-seater left armrest
1-seater
Ottoman
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Fairfield
• Modular units with infinite possibilities
• Fully upholstered modules that make stand-alone options possible
• Luxury pipping details complete the look
• Danish design exclusively protected for Actona
• FSC™ certified 
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Designed to fit perfectly into your living room the modular 
seating system has infinite possibilities- just mix and match 
the modules to create a customized look that fits your room 
as well as style. With a nice comfort and a casual attitude, this 
design got it all. Modern lounge look, great supportive sit, and 
gorgeous details? Check, check and check! The upholstery 
consists of standard foam and fiber filling which ensures 
comfort, but also brings an airy and light look to the modules.
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Fairfield

Corner sofa with open end
Size W266 D310 H71 cm

2-Seater with ottoman
Size W250 D92 H71 cm

Ottoman
Size W72 D92 H43 cm

2-Seater module with 1 arm
Size W174 D92 H71 cm

Armless 2-seater module
Size W144 D92 H71 cm

Open end module
Size W144 D92 H71 cm

1-Seater module with 1 arm
Size W104 D92 H71 cm

Armless 1-seater module
Size W74 D92 H71 cm

Corner module
Size W92 D92 H71 cm
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3-Seater
Size W282 D92 H71 cm

2-Seater
Size W208 D92 H71 cm

2-Seater with chaise
Size W282 D164 H71 cm

1-Seater with chaise
Size W208 D164 H71 cm

Chaise module
Size W104 D164 H71 cm
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Gilmore
• Modern range with soft, organic shapes
• Loose back cushions
• Curved armrests for a nice detail
• Danish design exclusively protected for Actona
• FSC™ certified

Enjoy the soft, organic shapes and airy design. This sofa is made to 
give you great comfort, so you can lean back and relax. The sofa is 
upholstered in a soft modern fabric that makes you want to curl up 
and spend hours in the company of a good book or those nearest 
and dearest to you.

2.5-Seater
Size W165 D91 H84 cm

3-Seater
Size W196 D91 H84 cm
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Hobbs
• Modern range with lounge look
• Reversible back cushion with an airy look
• Gorgeous French stitching
• Danish design exclusively protected for Actona
• FSC™ certified

Make any space feel like home with this modern range. Enjoy the 
modern lounge attitude while you lean back into the soft reversible 
back cushions. Notice how the wide seats emphasise the modern 
look while the French stitchings give an exclusive feel.

Corner sofa with open end
Size W268 D226 H83 cm
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2.5-Seater
Size W156 D82 H85 cm

3-Seater
Size W200 D82 H85 cm

1-Seater
Size W73 D82 H85 cm

2-Seater with chaise
Size W227 D145 H85 cm

Corner sofa with open end
Size W227 D196 H85 cm

Kingsley -A2
• Modern, Scandinavian design
• Slim legs enhance the overall lightweight look
• Sleek lines and slender profile
• Loose back cushions
• FSC™ certified 

Personalize your living room setting with the modern design of the 
Scandinavian range. Sleek lines and slender profile come together 
in these versatile designs. Available in different styles, colours and 
materials.
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Kingsport
• Inviting sofa range with lounge attitude 
• Loose back cushions 
• Beautiful French stitching
• Includes lumbar cushion for comfort
• Danish design exclusively protected for Actona
• FSC™ certified

This inviting sofa range creates a welcoming gathering space in your 
living room. The low front panel gives a lounge look and the excellent 
comfort will support your lounging. Take a closer look at those French 
stitching and feel the fabric. Go on – settle in and enjoy the look and 
comfort.

Corner sofa with open end
Size W315 D234 H79 cm
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Lemoore
• Modern and elegant range of sofas
• Clean lines and light expression
• Danish design exclusively protected for Actona
• FSC™ certified

Create small moments of cosiness at home by adding a corner sofa 
with room for the entire family. The sofas have an elegant look thanks 
to the slim armrest and clean lines. The thin legs emphasize the light 
expression and underpin the modern look.

3-Seater
Size W222 D87 H82 cm

2.5-Seater
Size W186 D87 H82 cm

Ottoman
Size W76 D56 H46 cm

Corner sofa with open end
Size W251 D197 H82 cm

2.5-Seater with chaise
Size W260 D150 H82 cm
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Marietta
• Larger seats for comfort and a modern look
• Soft upholstery with bounce-back effect 
• Loose back cushions 
• Danish design exclusively protected for Actona
• FSC™ certified

Introducing this classic range of sofas where you can lounge how 
you like. Thanks to the larger seats it has a modern twist to it, which is 
emphasised by the black metal legs. It comes in different fabrics and 
colours to suit different preferences.

Corner sofa with open end
Size W294 D165 H83 cm
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Marstrand
• Perfect for entertaining or lounging
• Loose cushions for style and support
• Polyurethane foam and fiber balls on top in seatand back ensure 

good comfort
• Danish design exclusively protected for Actona
• FSC™ certified

A soft seating selection that is perfect for those lounging days - and 
if you feel social this range was made for entertaining too. Lounge 
away and enjoy your favourite show. This range is a great match for 
contemporary living areas.

Corner sofa with open end
Size W314 D236 H82 cm

3-Seater with chaise
Size W327 D165 H82 cm

3-Seater
Size W230 D106 H85 cm

Ottoman
Size W98 D83 H42 cm
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Marstrand -A2
• Perfect for entertaining or lounging
• Reversible back cushions
• Pillows for style and support
• Polyurethane foam and fiber balls on top in seatand  

back ensure good comfort
• Danish design exclusively protected for Actona
• FSC™ certified 

A soft seating selection that is perfect for those lounging days- and 
if you feel social this range was made for entertaining too. It features 
reversible back cushions and pillows for an inviting, comfortable look. 
This range is a great match for contemporary living areas.

3-Seater with chaise
Size W327 D165 H82 cm

Corner sofa with open end
Size W314 D236 H82 cm
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Maywood
• Soft curves and welcoming proportions
• Comfortable range with a modern, Nordic look
• Available in different styles, materials and colours
• Danish design exclusively protected for Actona
• FSC™ certified

Give your home a modern, Nordic feel with any piece from this range. 
These designs combine style and comfort in one versatile piece. All 
pieces complement each other thanks to soft curves and welcoming 
proportions.

3-Seater
Size W212 D85 H73 cm

2.5-Seater
Size W180 D85 H73 cm

Ottoman
Size W70 D62 H45 cm
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Norstrom
• A range with lounge feeling and casual attitude
• Soft-touch fabric with an exclusive look
• PU foam and fibre fillings for comfort
• Danish design exclusively protected for Actona 
• FSC™ certified

This range encourages relaxation – so just take a deep breath and 
enjoy. With a very low seating height and low, straight backrest, the 
sofa has a serious lounge attitude. You can easily spend a whole 
Sunday on this sofa as it is upholstered with PU foam and fibre fillings 
for comfort. And the soft fabric with an exclusive look just brings the 
sofa and ottoman to the next level. You get high-level comfort and a 
casual, stylish attitude. How good is that?

Ottoman
Size W103 D103 H44 cm

Corner sofa with open end
Size W281 D250 H67 cm

2-Seater module with 1 arm
Size W177 D104 H67 cm

Open end module
Size W146 D104 H67 cm

1-Seater module with 1 arm
Size W104 D104 H67 cm
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Armless 2-seater module
Size W146 D104 H67 cm

Armless 1-seater module
Size W73 D104 H67 cm
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Paia
• Minimalistic sophisticated design
• Voluminous cushions for comfort
• Reversible back and seat cushion
• FSC™ certified

Invite a bit of minimalistic sophistication into your home with this 
seating range. This range catches your attention for the fine and 
consistent silhouette as well as a playful but still practical fabric that 
is wrapped around the sturdy frame. To increase the level of comfort, 
this range is equipped with voluminous pillows so that you can 
carelessly lean back. It is designed to please your senses and body.

3-Seater
Size W210 D86 H86 cm

3.5-Seater
Size W256 D88 H86 cm

2.5-Seater
Size W180 D86 H86 cm

Pillow
Size W52 D14 H25 cm
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Rouge
• Traditional square stitching detailing and square shape
• Iconic design redefined
• Headrest available for greater comfort
• Available in different styles, colours, materials
• Danish design exclusively protected for Actona
• FSC™ certified

A classic and iconic design redefined. With a contemporary approach 
in mind, this range is designed to stand the test of time as it features 
the traditional square stitching detailing with the popular distinctive 
square shape. Apart from that, these designs are characterised by 
spacious seating to provide great comfort to everyone without any 
compromise. You also have the possibility to increase the level of 
comfort with a headrest in different variants of colour.

2.5-Seater with chaise
Size W310 D185 H85 cm

Corner sofa with chaise
Size W344 D254 H85 cm

Headrest
Size W88 D13 H56 cm
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Steeton
• Pieces perfect for luxury lounging
• Comfort ensured by quality foam and siliconized fiber balls
• Upholstered in a soft touch fabric
• Danish design exclusively protected for Actona
• FSC™ certified

Get ready to be blown away by amazing comfort. This range offers 
pieces that are perfect if you like to lounge in total comfort. The 
excellent comfort is ensured by a frame consisting of high-quality 
foam, which provides support, while the siliconized fiber balls in the 
seat- and back cushions provide a very soft sit. To top it all off, the 
pieces are upholstered in a soft touch fabric for optimal comfort.

3-Seater
Size W234 D105 H90 cm

2.5-Seater
Size W184 D105 H90 cm

Ottoman
Size W105 D70 H48 cm

Corner sofa
Size W283 D283 H90 cm

1-Seater
Size W109 D105 H90 cm

Pillow
Size W60 D10 H25 cm
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Sunderland
• Scandinavian design with a lightweight expression
• Soft upholstery for great comfort
• Metal or wooden straight legs
• Available in different styles, fabrics and colours
• FSC™ certified 

The all-time favorite range that was designed for everyone seeking 
moments to relax. This design reflects the Scandinavian idea of 
well-being. That is why all components from this range include soft 
cushions. Their task is to support your body from all sides to feel fully 
relaxed.

2-Seater with chaise
Size W242 D153 H83 cm

3-Seater
Size W200 D82 H83 cm

Corner sofa
Size W255 D255 H83 cm

2-Seater
Size W162 D85 H83 cm
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Yukon
• Elegant silhouette
• Round legs for a soft look
• Soft, comfortable sit
• Perfect for modern and traditional homes
• Various styles, colours and materials available
• Danish design exclusively protected for Actona
• FSC™ certified 

With an elegant silhouette and a soft round shape, this range is the
perfect match when it comes to both traditional and modern homes.
Notice how the round legs give the designs a soft feel. Take a
seat and relax in style.

3-Seater
Size W222 D89 H83 cm

2-Seater
Size W161 D89 H83 cm
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Sofa beds
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Flemingsburg
• Smart modern design
• Offer plenty of storage
• Pull out bed
• FSC™ certified 

This range provides great seating solutions to living spaces where 
every square meter matters. With these models, you don’t have to 
compromise on comfort, aesthetics or functionality. The design is 
smart and modern and will fit any interior. Perfect for those who like 
to use space to its maximum capacity. If you choose any model from 
this range, your home will gain spacious seating, storage space and 
an extra bed. 

Sofa bed with chaise
Size W226 D165 H85 cm

Sofa bed with open end
Size W232 D202 H85 cm
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Sacramento
• A practical range with a classic look 
• Some models offer hidden storage space
• Smart design - from sofa to bed
• Available in different colours and materials
• FSC™ certified

The models in this range offer a classic look with a functional twist. 
All of the designs have the ability to accommodate overnight guests 
and most of them also offer hidden storage space. These functional 
features were meant for everyday life. Who wouldn’t like to use space 
to a maximum capacity when it’s so easy and takes no time?

Sofa bed with chaise
Size W218 D155 H84 cm

Sofa bed with open end
Size W218 D212 H84 cm

U-shaped sofa bed
Size W293 D212 H84 cm

Corner sofa bed
Size W228 D228 H85 cm

Headrest
Size W64 D14 H60 cm

Sofa bed
Size W219 D86 H84 cm
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Silo
• Great choice for urban living
• Offer great space for storage
• Transform from sofa to bed
• FSC™ certified

When it comes to the models from this range, there’s more to their 
look than meets the eye. Beneath the traditional yet fresh design, 
there are hidden smart, functional features. Since the models were 
designed with modern urban living in mind, you can tick of all the 
boxes because you get spacious and comfortable seating, extra 
storage space and a bed for overnight guests with these designs.

Sofa bed
Size W228 D162 H83 cm
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Stanford lux
• Ideal for multifunctional rooms
• Offer great storage space
• Smart design - from sofa to bed
• More styles and colours are available
• FSC™ certified

Set the mood for relaxation or entertainment among family and 
friends with this range. Ideal for small living areas, teenage bedrooms 
and multifunctional rooms, these designs are highly versatile as they 
can be converted easily into a bed for overnight guests. In case your 
home lacks storage, just lift up the seating cushions to store whatever 
needs to be stored underneath. There are different variants of style 
and colour available.

U-shaped sofa bed
Size W297 D203 H85 cm

Sofa bed with chaise
Size W243 D163 H86 cm
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Actona Group A/S
Smedegaardvej 6

7500 Holstebro – Denmark
+45 9613 5111

info@actonagroup.com
www.actonagroup.com
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